Philippe Jeanty, MD, PhD

Philippe was born in Congo, in the
middle of the past century. Initially, he
was quite small but due to forced
feeding developed a syndrome of
“failure-to-stop-thriving” which still
affects him.

Even very young, his playmates used to complain
about his funny accent !

The “Che Guevara” look …
…and his sweet and supportive wife Thao

Trying to appear like he is
actually working !

Education
MD & PhD:
Residency & Fellowship:

Free University of Brussels, Belgium
Yale University & Vanderbilt University

Books (author (2), co-author (4) & contributor (28))

CD/DVD

Publications
52
51
51

Peer-reviewed papers (first author):
Peer-reviewed papers (co-author)
Other manuscripts

Web site: www.TheFetus.net
TheFetus is now a 20-year-old
publication, first on paper, then as a
web site. It is the largest web site on
prenatal diagnosis by ultrasound with
over 20,000 images, 600 video clips,
2700 articles, 3000 visitors a day from
most of the world (map) and
respondents to the case of the week
from 61 countries

Dr. Jeanty’s fetal growth charts are in every
ultrasound machine sold worldwide.
He pioneered air-sonohystero.

Courses given (216, red dots), Lectures given (over 1000), Fellows (39, yellow dots)

Comments
Patient’s comments
Dr. Jeanty,
Thanks for your genuine care of my wife Amy on our
recent visit for an ultrasound of our baby.
Hi Dr. Jeanty,
You may not remember me, but I came in for a consult
and amino in May of '09. You were so kind and
supportive to me and my husband. You were pretty
sure my baby was OK but recommended the amino.
You told me to send you a picture of her because she
would be perfect. She is perfect!!! She was born on
August 31st. We named her Sarah Kate. I attached a
picture. Thank you for everything!
Hello Dr. Jeanty.
I wanted to send you an e-mail to say thank you for
such a great explanation of our baby’s ultrasound. We
were the family that came in today September 21st at
8a. We had a discussion about a little bit of fluid being
in the baby’s kidney. I just wanted to say thank you so
much for helping me and my husband understand the
situation and also easing my mind. Just wanted to say
thank you! Hope that you have a great day!
Hi Dr. Jeanty,

I'm doing great !!! Lo and behold the lower back pain
that felt like someone ran a knife in me every time I
made a wrong move or even just getting up from
sitting on the couch or even when I just walked around,
IS GONE. I can hardly believe it. I've had this pain for
years and can only assume that I had this cyst for quite
a while and that was the cause of it, pushing on some
nerve, I guess.
But as soon as the nurse helped me pull up into a
sitting position yesterday, after the procedure, I could
tell that the pain was gone because that movement was
usually excruciating. I hope it or any other cyst won't
come back and that the fluid turns out to be just water,
and I would be a very happy camper.
Thank you for the great job you did and your kindness
and please tell the two ladies also thank you for doing a
great job yesterday.
Hi Dr. Jeanty,
Thanks so much for checking in. David and I arrived at
labor/delivery early Sunday morning and delivered
around 2:57am that night. With the drugs, it was a
relatively quick process but pretty intense there at the
end. We were able to hold the baby and say goodbye
which helped us put some closure on the situation.

little Thatcher weighed 1lb 9oz, was 11 in long - he
looked perfectly normal except his head was ever so
slightly large and his ears were set a little low, barely
noticeable but much like the syndrome indicated. The
nurse took some pictures for us if you would like to see
them.

your greatest work on the Fetus.net! Your web-site is
only one possibility for me to my professional growth
and realization, because I live in small town and work
in small usually statement clinic, and my US-scanner
not the best. And due to your site I study and grow in
my profession.

There were no complications, and I was able to leave
Monday morning around 10am. I am feeling okay, just
tired and of course, emotionally drained.

There is a big sentence in Islam; ''if ones teaches me a
word, I become his or her slave'' The sentence's owner
is Muhammad Ali that has come (4th.) after Hz.
Muhammad. Teaching, learning is very important in
Islam but nowadays some people don't know Islamic
realty and they are fundamentalist..

I made sure all the nurses and doctors coming in and
out knew that we wanted an autopsy, and if they find
out any info to let us know.
Dr. Jeanty, I just want to thank you for your kindness
and support, along with your staff's. Being around so
many understanding, caring individuals made this much
easier on us.

Referring Offices comments
You all are a pleasure to work with, in all capacities. I
am a patient, my mother is, we refer everyone to you.
There is not enough that can be said to describe your
exemplary services! We have the utmost confidence in
your diagnosis and genetic counseling. You are the
best!
We have always received excellent services from Inner
Vision, from staff and physicians.
We are very pleased with everything you and your staff
does for us. Always accommodating.

Another sentence, ''if the science is in China, you
must go to China and to learn....''
One more,'' the scientists’ blood is better than martyr's
blood'''
Because this reason You are very valuable, precious,
worthy, valued (you can choose the correct word for
this---:)) )
Dear Doctor Jeanty
My name is Marta Florea. I am resident of Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology in Poland. I would like
to thank you and your colleagues for the wonderful
web site "TheFetus.net". I found this site about one
month ago and I fell in love with it at once. It is
fantastic, great, amazing! All my English vocabulary is
not enough to express my delight. First of all this web
site is such a big help for obstetricians, radiologists and
young doctors all over the word. I do hope you will
not close it on a whim or make it a paid web site.

We love you guys !!
I dare to write again: thank you very, very, very much.
Very courteous and easy to schedule appointments.
Love you all !
Everyone at Inner Vision has always been nice and very
helpful. Always accommodating for our patients.
You guys are so easy to work with ! Thanks

Web-site user’s comments
Thanks for service to mankind by fetus.net. Sir you do
not know but lots of people are gaining free knowledge
and wisdom in the field of fetal medicine by you. Your
work is not less than missionary
I wish to you strong health, success in your many
works and jobs:-)), big smile, good mood and greatest
holidays !!! And, of course, many thanks to you for

Dear Dr. John Hobbins
I just wanted to send you a little note to let you know
how far your generosity has reached. My husband and I
with our three daughters arrived in the USA December
of 2007 and immediately were taken in by Dr. Philippe
Jeanty . Over the next five months, Jeanty helped us in
so many ways that I can not count: housing, Job,
Acquiring driver license, internet, great understanding
of American way of life, groceries, etc. We had almost
nothing and he helped us to get back on our feet. From
what I understood, you at one time did the same for
him, this in turn, helped me and my family and for that
we are so thankful.
All that I learned in this field comes from you and “the
Fetus”…a new (the fifth) dimension for Ultrasound
diagnostic!

Courses student’s comments
WOW! Best course I have ever been to in all the years I
have been scanning. Started in 1976!!! Yikes,
somebody is getting old! Loved the location. So very
relaxing, did not need to go out and "do the town".
Felt very comfortable and relaxed during the lectures,
did not feel at all overwhelmed and was comfortable
asking questions. So relaxing actually learned and
retained instead of being bored and tired from partying
all night!!! Thank you all for making us feel at home!
Way cool dissecting the pig heart too!! So much fun
going to Dr. J's home and meeting his wife, such a
sweet person! How many women do you know who
would invite 120 strangers for dinner??? Please do it
again, so many of us need help with those pesky fetal
hearts!!!

CD/DVD student’s comments
I just finished watching your lecture. It is fantastic!
The images and video are the best I've ever seen. You
are beyond comparison when it comes to covering the
subject matter in a clear and understandable manner,
and then illustrating it above and beyond anyone's
expectations with your multimedia presentations.

Everything ran smoothly, even on my "antique" 2 year
old wide screen monitor. Thank you for giving me the
opportunity to view it. I feel honored and I learned a
lot.
I recently watched an online video lecture on
sonohysterography that didn't come close to matching
the information or multimedia content in your lecture.
Bravo!!!
Dear Prof. Jeanty,
Both lectures are brilliant and they radiate common
sense (and hard work). I had the opportunity to hear
your talk on cardiac drawings in Malaga in 2007 and
studied the papers in J Ultrasound Med. There is no
doubt that schematic representation of malformations
helps recognize an anomaly. It is always easy to say
“this heart is not normal”, but naming the anomaly is a
most difficult task. My patients do not want to know
how well I perform fetal ultrasound, they want to know
how sick their baby is and what the prognosis is.
The “Cases” lecture enlightens ways of searching for an
exact diagnosis and reveals very useful tricks.
There is no need to say that I profoundly admire your
work and I thank you for making it available to
everyone.

Our gang:

Inner Vision Women’s Ultrasound
2201 Murphy Ave — Suite 203 — Nashville, TN 37203-1926 — 615-342-6850
pjeanty@gmail.com

